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NTools Bumper Car Stand is a versatile mobile stand 
with a stable and robust design. It is made of powder-
coated and galvanised steel profiles.

It is used for the storage of body components, such as 
bumpers and spoilers, protecting them from accidental 
damage. It is equipped with 8 arms, the height and 
spacing of which can be very easily adjusted as 
desired. In addition, each arm is secured with a soft 
polyethylene foam strip to protect the stored items 
from scratches or damage.

Wide and sturdy wheels ensure that the stands can be 
moved around the bodyshop easily and comfortably. 
The stands are used in both bodyshops and workshops.

FEATURES:

PE foam protective lining

Stable and robust design

Easy and quick installation

Wide range of applications
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Construction:

APP No. Product name Quantity

170119 NTools Bumper Car Stand – Bumper and spoiler stand 1 piece

Bumper and spoiler stand
NTools Bumper Car Stand
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VERSATILE USE SOFT PROTECTIVE LINING ADJUSTABLE ARM SPACING

STABLE AND ROBUST DESIGN WIDE WHEELS

218 cm

113 cm

Adjustable arm spacing 
Arms width can be adapted to the 
workpiece to be placed
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Material of manufacture galvanised steel

Tube profile tube diameter 20 x 1.5 mm

Dimensions height 218 cm x width 113 cm x length 118 cm

Lining grey polyethylene foam

Arm width 118 cm

Load capacity 80 kg

Unladen weight 28 kg

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

118 cm
Wide 180 mm diameter wheels  
50 mm wide wheels with tread for  
convenient manoeuvring when  
moving the stand.
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Lining - foam 
The arms are protected by a soft PE foam 
lining, which dampens impacts and protects 
the component from damage.
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Robust design  
The individual stand components  
are powder-coated and galvanised.

2 Stable position 
The stand is equipped with a wide  
and robust profile that maintains 
adequate stability even  
for large items.
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